
The Village Blacksmith 

A blacksmith was noted for his craftsmanship and his ability to handle horses. Without shoes, horses would become foot-sore and eventually lame. The shape, weight and thickness of a horseshoe will affect 

a horse’s gait, so the blacksmith would customize the weight and length of the horseshoe to alter the way a horse’s foot leaves the ground. 

Most blacksmiths not only shoed horses they also did jobs such as repairing farm machinery, making plough shares, forging domestic utensils such as fire grates, ranges, shovels, pokers, hinges, gates and 

lamp brackets. Veterinary jobs such as docking tails or pulling teeth would have been put their way. 

During the late 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries, many larger farms in the East Riding of around 500 acres or more had at one time been equipped with their own smithy. It was impracticable for horses and machinery 

from these farms to be taken to the village blacksmith due to the waste of time and manpower involved. 
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History of the Horseshoe 

Man began protecting their horse’s feet almost as soon as they started domesticating them. The 

Romans protected their horses’ feet with solid bottomed leather strap sandals.  

Later some riders started fitting their horses with a ‘Hipposandal’, which fitted over the horse’s 

hooves and fastened with leather straps. This was supposedly used to protect horses’ hooves for 

long journeys on metalled roads or when pulling heavy loads, but some think that hipposandals 

were used for the relief from hoof ailments or perhaps for slow traction.  

In the 6
th
 and 7

th
 century after various remedies, they began nailing metal shoes onto their horses 

feet because the soft wet ground of Northern Europe caused overly softened porous hooves.  

In England, both horseshoes and coins were cast from iron, but the shoes became more valuable 

during the crusades of the 12
th
 century as they were accepted in lieu of money to pay taxes. 

Hipposandals 

Hipposandals were common in 

the north-western part of the 

Roman empire. The name 

comes from the Greek word for a 

horse– hippo. 

Forges 

The forge was often the focus of local life and became a meeting place for farm workers, carriers and drovers. In the winter, Wold Rangers, who were a homeless group of rural seasonal workers, would 

come with their billycans to boil water or fry bacon on the fire. Alfred Bielby the blacksmith at North Grimston let his smithy be used in this way. 

One of the smith’s favourite tricks was to challenge a youth of the village to catch very hot pennies thrown into the air. Any coins fairly caught could be kept.  

Lund 

Alfred Teal at work in the old red brick smithy at 

Lund in 1973 

Old forge at Lund. It is now in the bus shelter 

near the church. 

Swine 

Blacksmith’s shop at Swine The same building in 2015 

Leven 

Fred Turner at Leven 

Anlaby 

The blacksmith at Anlaby 

Gruesome death 

In 1698 the North Ferriby blacksmith, Daniel Roxby, died when he was struck by a fork “thrown by his brother, a child, when it was almost dark which pitching in one of his ears almost quite through his head 

which threw him into convulsions of which he died in 24 hours.” 

Sewerby 

Blacksmith’s forge once at Sewerby and now reconstructed at 
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Introduction 

Building materials were always local until modern transport developed, particularly railways. So towns and villages in East Yorkshire are traditionally brick built. Notable old buildings built of brick include Hull 

Old Town walls, Wilberforce House and Beverley’s Old Friary and North Bar. Henry VIII’s improved fortifications at the mouth of the River Hull were also brick-built. At that time, if a mud and thatch building 

was destroyed by fire the law required it to be rebuilt in brick, a safer material. 

In Beverley, brickyards are recorded from the 15th century onwards, particularly in the Grovehill and Swinemoor areas, near the Beck. The last brickworks closed in 1927. 

Clay 

Brick making requires a supply of clay. There is Boulder Clay in Holderness and Oxford Clay in the Vale of York. Clay was discovered near the village of Newport during the 

excavations for the Market Weighton Canal in the late 18th century. It lay 30 feet below the surface and by 1823 there were 7 brick and tile yards in the area. The map extract of 

1890 shows the extent of some of the flooded brickpits a century later.  

So good and extensive is the clay here today, that south of the village, and on the west side of  the canal, is the largest tile-making plant in the U.K.. It was set up in the 1830’s and 

subsequent expansion means that there are 4 factories on the site. 

Hand shovels were used to mine the clay until in 1879 the steam shovel was invented. Clay was exposed to the weather first so that the winter freeze/thaw action would break it 

down. By the Spring it could be worked by hand. Either it was ground to a powder and screened to remove stones, or it was placed in a soaking pit to mix it with water to obtain 

the right consistency for moulding. 

Moulding 

An assistant called a “clot moulder” prepared a lump of clay and gave it to the brick moulder who was head of the team. 

He stood at the table for 12 to 14 hours per day and made between 3500 and 5000 bricks per day with this clay. He would take a clot, roll it in 

sand, and “dash” it into the sanded mould. The sand is used to prevent the clay sticking to the mould. He pressed the clay into the mould with 

his hands and he skimmed off the excess with a flat stick or “strike” which had been soaking in water. Excess clay is returned to the clot 

moulder to be reformed. 

The last person in the team removed the filled mould from the moulding table and took it to the drying area where the brick would be removed 

and placed on a level bed of sand. The bricks slid easily out of the mould as they had been sanded. He returned the mould to the moulding 

table to wet and sand it to receive the next clot of clay. One, two, four or six-brick moulds were used. The single mould had the advantage that 

a child worker could carry it to the drying area.  

The moulded bricks were stacked in a herring-bone pattern on the ground to dry in the air and sun. They were turned over after two days to 

prevent warping and aid drying. After 4 days they were dry enough to be stacked again in herring-bone pattern with a finger space between 

them and under a roof to prevent them being reached by harsh rain or sun. They stayed there for two weeks. 

Burning 

The bricks were formed into the shape of a kiln, called a “clamp” or “scove kiln”. The surface was 

daubed with mud to contain heat from a fire lit inside from wood and coal. The bricks still had 9-

15% water so the fire was kept low for 24-48 hours and the kiln smoked. Once the smoking 

stopped the intensity of the fire was built up and had to reach 1000°C for about a week. After this 

the fire hole was blocked and allowed to cool down for another week. 

The bricks were then sorted: 

the outer ones were kept for the next burning, 

bricks closest to the fire were used for inner parts of walls, 

over-burned bricks were used for garden walls and paths, 

the best bricks were used on the outside walls of buildings. 

North Ferriby 

The North Ferriby brickyard is on the waterfront and has its own staithe. The 1851 census lists: 

1Brick Maker and 1 Tile maker. 

It expanded during the second half of the 19
th
 century 

and the auction particulars for the sale of the Turner 

estate in 1904 describes it thus: 

“Lot13 - Brick and Tile Yard including: 

Patent kiln of 10 chambers 

2 Mill Sheds with Drying Sheds attached 

Pot making Shed and other buildings 

Grass lands, 6 Cottages and Gardens 

Rail and river frontage adjoining the NE 

Railway’s New Goods Station. 

All currently let to Mr Johnson Ducker for £92pa except for 11 acres of grass (out of 36) for which 

C.E.Clark pays £24.” 

Brickyard Cottages, North Ferriby as they are today. 

Brick from Turner’s Brickyard, Beverley (ERMS 2011.28) 

A single brick mould which could be lifted by a child. (Skidby collection) 

James Leason 

James Leason (1805-1887) was a master bricklayer who 

employed 4 men in 1851 at premises in Middle Street 

South, Driffield. His son, Brigham, also became a bricklayer. 

James Leason 
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Page from a catalogue of farriers’ tools 

Lady Blacksmiths 

With the public image of the blacksmith as being a muscle-rippling man it was surprising to find 

women tackling the job in the East Riding. Elizabeth Marshall was employed as a blacksmith at 

Kirkella in the 1820’s. Rachael Levitt worked in the forge at South Cave, which was situated 

opposite the church. In the 1850’s Ann Milner was one of five blacksmiths at Sproatley, whilst at 

Wold Newton Mrs Harriet Haw developed a family business that developed well into the 1900’s.  

The Farrier 

In Roman times the man who worried about horses’ 

feet and was concerned about their stabling was the 

‘Ferrarius’. Because he already knew the iron working 

trade, he naturally took on the job of shoeing horses 

when iron shoes replaced those made of other 

materials. As he devised shoes to correct faults and 

remedy foot ailments, the term began to take on the 

additional meaning, veterinary. 

The French turned the word into ‘Ferrier’ and retained 

its veterinary connections; an obsolete meaning of 

our own word ‘Farrier’ is a veterinary, especially one 

who treats horses. Thus, properly speaking, the term 

that specifically applies to a shoer of horses is farrier Some farrier’s tools 

Blacktoft 

John Hall and his family were the village blacksmiths at Blacktoft from around 1860 to 1933. John 

was originally apprenticed to the blacksmith at nearby Hemingbrough. He married Elizabeth 

Fairweather from Cliffe and by 1861 they had moved to Blacktoft. They lived at the blacksmith’s 

shop, which was opposite the end of the lane 

leading to Gilberdyke, with their two sons and two 

daughters. 

John’s son William became a blacksmith in Goole, 

and William’s son John eventually went to work 

with his uncle Robert, who was the blacksmith at 

Blacktoft until his death in 1933. 

John Hall and his family at Blacktoft 

A late blacksmith 

At St. Faiths churchyard at Leven is a tombstone to 

Robert Adams the village blacksmith who died at 82 

years of age in 1827.  

His epitaph reads: 

My anvil and my hammer lie neglected, 

My bellows too have lost their wind, 

My fire’s extinct, my forge decayed,  

And in the dust my vice is laid. 

My coals are spent, my irons gone, 

My last nail’s drove, my work is done”. 

The grave of Robert Adams at Leven 

Moving on 

Between 1911 and 1931 the number of blacksmiths fell in the East Riding from 555 to 320. This was due in large part to the diminishing numbers of farm horses as agriculture became more mechanised. By 

1940, North Ferriby’s blacksmith had gone, and Swanland’s lasted until 1971. Many old forges have become private houses such as at Sancton, Bishop Burton and Everthorpe. 

Pull off Tongs 

 

Pull off tongs are used to pull nails from the shoe and pull the 

shoe from the hoof, usually by rocking the shoe forward and 

backwards to loosen it. 

Skidby 

Billy Bugg (1892 - 1975) was the last blacksmith in Skidby. 

It is told that he had a remarkably unsentimental attitude 

towards an uncooperative horse. A crack with a hammer 

across the beasts rear flank would show who was master. 

It is also said that he enjoyed a flutter on the horses at 

Beverley races. The picture shows a gathering at Skidby 

Village Hall, thought to be in the 1930s. Billy Bugg is the 

bald man with a teacup and a bun in the centre. 
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Brick laying 

Bricks from a particular yard were of the same size: laying them would be difficult otherwise. In 

the late 18
th
 century a standard thickness of 3 inches (7.5 cm) was adopted although bricks are 

used ranging from 70 cm (2¾ inch) to 80 cm (3⅛ inch). Tudor bricks were as thin as 2 inches.  

As a general rule the length of a brick is twice the width plus 10 mm for mortar. Thus the thick-

ness of the wall is the length of one brick or the width of two bricks laid side by side with mortar 

between. Bricks are laid with either an edge exposed (stretcher) or an end showing (header). 

Since a modern brick house wall consists of an inner was of concrete blocks tied to an outer brick 

layer with metal loops, the bricks are laid with all edges showing, called “stretcher bond”.  

In a traditional older house the wall consisted of a double thickness of stretchers but with some 

headers laid through the wall to bond the layers. There are several patterns in common use; the 

English Bond and later the Flemish bond are typical. 

Stretcher bond 

Used in modern buildings to clad a block inner wall. 

English bond 

Alternate courses of headers and stretchers. 

Flemish bond 

Headers and stretchers alternate in a course, arranged so that weak 

mortar bands to not line up. 

English bond brickwork at Burton Constable Hall. Flemish bond, North Bar Within, Beverley 

Garden Wall Bond 

Garden Wall Bond, also known as Common Bond, is rare in most of Britain but quite common in our area. It consists of courses of headers separated by three or more courses of stretchers. Its use was not 

limited to garden walls (although it is used for that purpose in modern building): in the East Riding it was used for quite high status buildings. 

Garden Wall Bond, Day’s, Leconfield 
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Joiners  

Along with the blacksmith the joiner was an essential member of every village. He had to be very versatile as he would be required to make a huge variety of objects for the home, for the farm and for other 

trades. These could include simple furniture, coffins, wooden ploughs, carts and wagons and handles for tools such as spades and rakes. He would also need to perform repairs to  windows and doors and 

would make the wooden boxes used by servants to carry their possessions. 

In larger villages some of the more specialized tasks would be undertaken by wheelwrights, carpenters and plough makers but in smaller communities the joiner needed to be able to turn his hand to 

anything. For example the Pearson family of Everthorpe were village joiners, blacksmiths, wheelwrights and builders. 

The 1841 census for Ellerker showed that the village had a population of 373 which included two joiners, John Boynton and Charles Spilman as well as a wheelwright. John Boynton also employed a 16 year 

old apprentice, William Middleton. Fifty years later the population had fallen to 299 but there was still enough work for two joiners, Meadley Stephenson and Charles Holborn and the latter was also listed as 

wheelwright. In addition there was also a village carpenter, Thomas Walton. 

A similar situation existed in Swanland where the 1841 census shows no less than six joiners. By 1851 one of the joiners was Thomas Andrew who was later joined by his sons William and Charles. Their 

premises were south of 34 Main St.  Records show that Thomas’s work included sheep troughs, door frames, repairs to farm implements and plough beams. He also undertook work for the parish, for 

example, repairs to the village hall. Charlie Andrew, is a well-remembered carpenter in Swanland and inherited the business from his father. He could turn his hand to anything involving wood: house building 

and repair, furniture repair and restoration, and wagon repairs. Together with his skilled workers he carried out carpentry work in many houses built in Swanland in the 1920s and 30s. He also constructed 

coffins and is best remembered as the village undertaker. He had a large moustache and was referred to by the younger and cheekier locals as “Walrus” or “Mr. Pastry”. He dressed immaculately with a silk 

top hat; he was a sight not to be forgotten. When he died the trade of village undertaker died with him 
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The History of Ploughs 

Ploughs are some of the earliest tools man invented. Initially they were not much more than a stick used to break up the surface of the ground and create a shallow furrow. The Egyptians and Greeks devel-

oped these into implements pulled by horses and later fitted with wheels. 

In Britain the Anglo-Saxons required all ploughmen to be able to make their own plough. These ploughs were pulled by horses and cattle, though the plough was attached to the animal by tying it to their tail, 

a cruel practice which continued in Ireland until 1634. The word ‘plough’ is derived from an Anglo-Saxon word ‘plou’. 

Ploughs changed little until the 17
th
 century when Dutch designs were introduced into the north of England and Scotland and the ‘Rotherham’ plough was developed. This was still made of wood but the fit-

tings were of iron so it was lighter and more efficient to use. The design was developed further in Scotland in the eighteenth century when the ‘Scots Plough’ made entirely of iron was built. This was the be-

ginning of modern ploughs, though both wooden and iron ploughs continued in use until the 20
th
 century as some ploughmen preferred the feel of a wooden plough. 

“Yes an old wooden plow and they say to be sure 

The wide-awake farmer must use them no more. 

They must be of iron for wood there’s no trade for. 

The North Cave Plough 

In the 1840s William Saunders, a blacksmith in North 

Cave, also made ploughs. This side of the business was 

developed by his son, Richard, who established a small 

foundry with the Hicks family. The made both wooden and 

iron ploughs, the wooden ones were painted red and the 

iron ones were painted blue. The ploughs became 

famous and castings were sent as far away as Sneaton, 

near Whitby. Bulmers Directory of East Yorkshire for 1892 

records Saunders and Hicks-Iron Founders and 

Blacksmiths and Robert William and Thomas Saunders-

Iron Mongers and Implement Makers. 

The wooden ploughs were made in the joiners’ shop on 

the corner of Westgate and Station Rd and Hicks foundry 
North Cave Wheeled Plough. It has a label “W.E.Saunders Maker of North Cave” The large wheel is the 

A Holderness Plough 

The Bilsdale or John Wood Plough 

Another famous plough made in East Yorkshire was the John Wood or Bilsdale plough. John Wood was born 

in Bilsdale in North Yorkshire in 1855 where he started an iron foundry, making his first plough in 1874. In 

1911 he bought a business in Driffield as he wanted to be nearer to a railway and here he set up the Bilsdale 

Plough Company which was run by his two sons. 

A wood-engraving of John Wood ploughs from a catalogue 

issued from Driffield around 1911. Leeds University Digital 

Library. 

In some old documents the occupation of ploughman is given as ‘clod-

hopper’, a clod being a lump of heavy earth. Heavy boots or shoes were 

sometimes disparagingly referred to as ‘clod-hoppers’. 

Ploughing was very hard work as it involved walking many miles each 

day up and down the fields. Ploughmen working on the Wolds were 

often worn out by middle age and many suffered with foot problems. 

Ploughing at Holme Moor 

An old plough at Skidby Mill 

Ploughing Incident 

A strange happening was reported in May 1853 in fields to the west of the village of Langtoft on the Wolds. A terrific thunderstorm occurred when two men were ploughing and they were struck by lightning. 

The ploughs were destroyed and their horses were killed. Fortunately the ploughmen suffered only from shock and minor scorching. 

As the skills and trades that were traditionally found in rural East Yorkshire were many and various, this display can only look at a few. Farming naturally plays an important part and is well represented in the 

Museum of East Riding Rural Life.  

In this display we look at ploughing in the last century, before the arrival of huge tractors, and the stories of ploughmen and boys. Our region was important in the manufacture of ploughs and of parts which 

were sold round the country for others to put together. The use of horses on the land and in society generally meant that blacksmithing was an important trade. Blacksmiths also made and repaired farming 

tools. We tell of some of the characters. 

The geology of the region meant brick was an important building material and we see how they were made and used both in vernacular cottages and in grander places. Similarly the use of wood both in 

humble settings and in the great houses which are also to be found in rural East Yorkshire. 
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Furniture makers and carvers 

Introduction 

The knowledge about many local craftsmen in the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries lies at Burton Constable Hall, near Sproatley, home of the Constable family going back to the 

12
th
 century. Despite periods when the house was uninhabited and when movable were taken elsewhere, there still remain some fine furniture and furnishings. 

Thomas Walker 

Thomas Walker (1765-1794) was a subscriber to Sheraton’s drawing book and was commissioned to supply, for the chapel, “four Cercler Tables sited and Compleat to the 

recesses of the best Mahogany” for the sum of £12. Three of Walker’s original tables can now be seen in the recesses, the pair on the either side of the altar were recently 

returned to the house, having been recognised in a London saleroom. Thomas Walker’s son, Robert, produced an 18
th
 century mahogany inlaid writing table, with his 

signature in pencil. 

Jeremiah Hargrave  

Jeremiah Hargrave (1726-1786) was born in Beverley Parks and not only developed his skills as a cabinet maker and carver but also as an architect and designer. His 

first works at Burton Constable were the carved festoons and olive leaves of the statue pedestals in the Great Hall. Hargrave worked in Hull with his son Joseph (1754-

1802). In 1989 the Art Fund supported a pair of neo-classical wine Cisterns, by Jeremiah Hargrave, at Burton Constable. 

Thomas Higham 

Thomas Higham, the estate carpenter, was also involved in very capable work involving 13 chairs for the Hall.  

Thomas Ward 

In the 19
th
 century, Sir Clifford Constable and his wife, Lady Marianne, were responsible for changes in the interior decoration 

and employed Thomas Ward (1780-1850), and his apprentice, Thomas Wilkinson Wallis, to carry out most of the work. Ward 

was a carver and gilder who also restored old furniture. He was paid £40 for gilding bannisters for the Great Staircase and a 

further £8 for gilding mouldings and skirting boards. Wallis was responsible for the extraordinary dragon chair, based on a sketch 

provided by Lady Marianne. Wallis achieved must success as a woodcarver, exhibited at the Great Exhibition at Crystal Palace; 

he also showed his carvings at the Paris Exhibition of 1885. On the very last day he spent out of bed before his death he carved 

a dolphin’s head in wood. 

William Richardson 

When Rosina Brandon became the second wife of Sir Clifford in 1865 she immediately set about modernising and employed the 

firm of William Richardson, of Hull. Richardson took pains in sketching the existing furniture, including Chippendale works, and 

made new pieces to harmonise with existing pieces. Still surviving is a chair by Duval in Second Empire (French) style, which 

closely follows the original. 

A Sawpit 

When a tree had been felled it needed to be sawed into 

planks. Before the use of steam or water powered 

machinery the easiest way to do this was by using a 

sawpit. A large hole was dug and the log was placed 

across it. One man would stand in the pit and another 

would stand on the ground above. A long two-handled 

saw would then be used to cut the log into planks.  In 

the book Robinson Crusoe Daniel Defoe wrote that his 

character found it very difficult to prepare planks without 

the use of a sawpit. This method is still used in remote 

parts of the world today even though it is very hard 

work, especially for the person at the bottom of the pit. (Photograph of a sawpit taken by Gertrude Jeykell in 

1904. reproduced on www.victorianweb.org ) 

Apprentices 

An apprentice usually started work at the age 

of 13 and was indentured for seven years. In 

1790 the 13 year old Thomas Blossom was 

apprenticed to Thomas Marshall of Swanland. 

He received his board and lodging, washing 

and a new pair of shoes every year. 

Apprentices worked long hours often starting 

at six in the morning and working until six at 

night. One of their first jobs was usually 

learning to saw wood in a saw pit. They would 

them move on to making wooden rakes and 

simple boxes. 

Joiner’s account book showing details of seven coffins 

made between October 1852 and March 1854 

Wheelwrights 

Making a wheel was a specialized job and larger villages would have a wheelwright as well as a joiner. As well as making and repairing wooden wheels the 

wheelwright would also concentrate on the more mechanical aspects of agricultural machinery such as ploughs and harnesses. 

Wheelwrights needed a good knowledge of wood as different woods were used for different parts of a wheel and cart. Wheel hubs were usually made of elm 

and the Not all wheelwrights were men, the 1901 census for Hotham records Elizabeth Pearson aged 75 working as a wheelwright! 

The Exhibition 

This exhibition was researched and produced by volunteers at the Museum of East Riding Rural Life at Skidby Windmill.  

Dragon chair, virtuoso piece by Thomas Wilkinson Wallis 

c.1841 

(Burton Constable) 
Pole Screen by William Richardson (Burton Constable) 

http://www.victorianweb.org/

